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Guidelines
For Reporting Back to Manager
After DISC 1 on 1’s with Manager’s Team Members
Meeting with Manager Prior to 1 on 1’s with Team Members
-Review Process with Manager. You meet with them, debrief their DISC, discuss their Teambuilding
Objectives, review what you’ll be covering in the 1 on 1’s (reinforcing, it is similar to what you just did with
their DISC Graphs), and then you will meet with the Manager for approx. 30 to 45 minutes to review
overall Team DISC results. State your intent is to always, “show how the DISC will help their Team
members with their communications amongst themselves and their internal customers.”
-Again…Essential to debrief Manager’s DISC prior to conducting any of the 1 on 1’s with the Team
Members. (The Manager will feel more secure knowing what you are going to discuss with their
employees. Best way to tell them is to model it… debrief the Manager’s Report – Use Coaching Agenda.
And.. yes… I ask Managers to complete page 8, The Summary Page. I want them to know very clearly
what I am focusing on.)
-While you are debriefing the Manager on their DISC, listen to the Manager’s comments. These
comments well help be you determine what the Manager’s real training objectives are.
-Once done with debriefing the Manager’s graphs, ask the Manager what they want the DISC Team
Building to accomplish? (Often will just tell you they want a better team. This can get a bit tricky,… but,
you do want to know if something recently happened that is “inspiring” this team building to happen now,
rather than later. Just listen, take notes. Encourage you not to engage in becoming their confidant or
allow them to just dump on you all their employee issues. One way to get at this, is by asking them…who
are their stars & why & who are the ones that need the most communication’s development & why.
You want this information so… You are better prepared in knowing what possible resistance you may
experience whether in a 1 on 1 or in the team session. You will also want to tactfully pair-up those folks
that are having conflicts (& do the Pair & Share Learning Activity – Page 8 in the DISC Report.)
Review with them this is a communication style assessment, intended to help their team members
communicate better with one another & their internal customers. And you will use the DISC to help
provide additional communication strategies to their staff. But, it will be important for them to remember
this is NOT a skill assessment. (You are setting the stage so they will Get IT…. You’re not going to be
put on the hot-seat to give your opinion regarding someone’s performance.)
-End meeting stating you appreciate the fact that the Manager is setting their Team Building
Training up for optimum success, by supporting the 30 minute 1 on 1’s with each of their Team
Members. Emphasize how this will greatly increases receptivity of their employees.
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Guidelines
Meeting with Manager After the 1 on 1’s with Team Members
-Thank them again for setting their Team Building up for success by encouraging the 1 on 1’s. Repeat
your understanding of their objective.
If they start to dump on you all their employee problems, listen for a few moments &
then say “Let’s see how the DISC might help your Team members with their communications.”
-Provide them with printed Overview of the Team’s DISC Styles. (This Group Breakdown Overview
is the main focus of your Report Back Meeting with the Manager.)
-If you know what the basic responsibilities are of the team, offer your insights as to why it makes sense
they have .. the breakdown they do…for example.. Support Team will have mostly S’s. If you don’t
know the responsibilities, (hopefully you got some additional insight during your first Debrief Session with
the Manager, but if you’re not comfortable nor does it seem evident to you) ask them …”Now that you
have a better understanding of the DISC Model, does it make sense that you have this kind of DISC Style
breakdown for your team?”
Ask them if the DISC styles now identified in their Team, makes sense based on the Team’s
responsibilities.
If they ask you about who is better for what kind of job… A general rule of thumb…
The jobs that require more assertiveness typically attract the D’s.
The jobs that require a lot of people face or over the phone interaction are more likely to be the I’s.
The jobs that are focused on supporting others, more apt to be S’s.
The jobs that require a lot of details & analysis, more apt to be C’s.
Discuss the possible conflict points – D’s with S’s & I’s with C’s. (Referring to Page 23, the 4
Quadrants, titled Action Plans with all Four Styles.”
-Provide them with the Graph II’s compiled of their Team. Review how it is sequenced based on D’s,
then…. I’s…Tell them this is just more specific details… the Overview Group Breakdown is the one that
is most helpful when it comes to Team dynamics & communication challenges. (Don’t drag yourself &
them through each person’s Graph II’s. If they ask about someone specific,…fine provide brief, very
factual explanation.) Don’t offer opinion as to what kind of employee they might be…good, bad or…
(Have print out of each person’s Graphs – Page 5 of their report. So, if it makes sense, you can provide
insight re: someone’s Graph II and their Graph I. But, I would not encourage it. Easy to get a lot of time
sucked into explaining & you run out of time to handle your key objectives for the meeting.
-If Manager tries to manipulate you into giving your opinion as to whether someone is a “good” employee
or not… Nicely remind them… “DISC is a style preference assessment, not a performance
assessment. “
-If they keep pushing for you to use DISC to substantiate why someone is their problem employee, kindly
listen for a few of their sentences & then offer… “I can help you package a communication so the
employee is more apt to be receptive if you like.”
-Let them know there is practical help to help them… THE MANAGER ..to reinforce the DISC with their
team, all team members will receive DISC Tips (if they would like), & you’ll be compiling a simple Team
DISC Tips Sheet for all to refer to after the training. This has everyone’s Natural Style & at least 1 tip they
want others to be aware of.
-Close with asking Manger to kick off the Team Building as to why this is important & that they
need to close the Team Building with reviewing how the DISC will be reinforced. Thank them again for
their commitment.
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Trainer Tips
Trainer Tips
by Melissa Steeg (June 2012)

Signs of Misunderstanding
Silence and/or asks no questions
Second, if the listener is perpetually nodding and smiling
A third sign that you may not be understood happens when you ask the question, "Do you understand?"
If the listener replies with something tentative like, "Yes, I think I do," or, "I'm pretty sure I got it," you
should assume that your message has been lost.

Sender Tips
Environment
Provide an environment in which the person will feel more comfortable asking questions or admitting
he does not understand. If that environment isn’t suitable to everyone, offer to follow-up individually.
Ask Questions
Reinforce that you greatly prefer to know if there is a lack of understanding now, rather than after
confusion has been caused or an error has been made. Phrase your request as a favor, not as a
demand. Thank the person for asking questions and admitting confusion.
Use Different Words
Try out words. Sometimes we share common words and we do not know it. Additionally people from
different cultures will have a passive knowledge of English gained through the media. Try saying the
word slowly or with a different pronunciation.
Ask for them to pronounce the words more slowly or to provide a different definition.
Be Patient
Be patient. The key to overcoming the language barrier is to exercise patience. It is not your fault or the
other person’s that you cannot speak each other’s language.

Receiver Tips
Environment
Ask to either slow down or if you can schedule a follow-up meeting.
Ask Questions
Get permission upfront to ask questions during the meeting because of the language barrier.
Use Different Words
Ask for them to pronounce the words more slowly or to provide a different definition.
Be Patient
The key to overcoming the language barrier is to exercise patience. It is not your fault or the other
person’s that you cannot speak each other’s language.
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Communication Strategies Using DISC

Manager’s DISC Toolkit (post DISC session)
Team Tips – Produce Your Own Team’s DISC Job Aid
• Page 8, Strengths, Motivators & Tips are collected & compiled by Manager
• Team Job Aid is distributed to all team members within 48 hours.
• Discuss in one on one's & in team meetings how DISC is being used.

Jumpstart Review - Use Simple Example in Group Meetings
• Provide a simple example as to how ONE ITEM can be communicated 4 different ways.
• Have your group fill in blanks with their specific work assignments/interactions.
• Ask what is the focus of each style example. For example:
D: Wants answer NOW! Where is _____________?
I: Wants others to work with them, not alone. I can't find __________, will you help me?
S: Wants everyone to be treated fairly. We all need to have access to __________.
C: Cares about exacting facts. The ______ is exactly where I left it.

Summary - Use Page 8, DISC Report, "Summary of The ____'s Style."
• Continue one round of pairing-up to share their selections & insights during Team Meetings.
• Have them provide confidential feedback to one another regarding the practice of incorporating the other
person's Communication Tips, when interacting.
• Consider sharing your results with them.
• Consider incorporating aspects where they fell below the energy line, into their skill development plan

Resolve Conflict - Use Team Tips Job Aid*
• Individually meet & ascertain if flexing to other employee's style exists? Willing?
• After individual meetings, bring employees together to review insights & action items. (Emphasizing both
parties need to stretch.) Plan follow-up meeting.

Case Studies (Pg. 23-24) & Email Decoder (Pg. 26-27)
• Ask them to bring email examples to discuss how they applied or should considering applying DISC.
• Have employees reference pages above & develop typical scenarios that demonstrate each style.

Action Plan - Use Page 29, DISC Report, "Action Plan With All Four Styles"
• Employees identify an internal/external customer communications that could have gone better.
• Ask employees to put a check mark by the characteristics that match their customer.
• Put an x by behaviors they have demonstrated & circle remaining behaviors = their action plan!
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Follow-Up Lesson Plan
DISC Course Outline 2 – 3 Hour Follow-up Team Session By Ann Smith
Learning and Development Consultant For Legal & Corporate Affairs - Microsoft
Topic
I.

Delivery
Method

Opening Activities
A. Introduction

Presentation

B. Agree/Disagree

Pair/Share

C. Background/History/Principles

Presentation

II.
DISC Styles
A. Why DISC?
B. Four Styles
C. Strengths Interview

D. Natural vs. Adaptive
Identifying Styles
III.
A. Divide & Conquer
B. Identifying Styles
C. Tension Among Styles
Break
D. Name that Style
IV.
Application
A. Style Flex
B. Action Plans with all Four Styles

Discussion
Presentation
Interview

Instructions/Materials

Personal introduction, purpose,
process, pay off
Pair share – what makes sense,
what does not (5 min then share)

Time

5 min
10 min
10 min

Visiting countries, platinum rule
Describe 4 styles
Interview strengths, report,
discuss varied styles, show team
distribution
Compare 2 graphs, discuss

5 min
15 min
15 min

10 min

Discussion

D & I to one side, S & C to other
(how they got in line),
Pace & Priority (include
observable characteristics h/o)
Slide

Group Activity

Practice 4 famous, identify- groups

Group Quiz

Participant guide – ask which
describes style flex
Use Action Plan chart, check 2
things you do well, circle 2 things
you need to improve, action plan
Pair people to share pg. 11 (write
on charts), pg. 12 if time, review
motivators & communication tips
Identify each style, then create
email template for all styles

5 min

Each person writes top “to do”, 1
thing to focus on, 1 concept
learned

20 min

Activity

Group Activity/
Discussion
Discussion

C. Pair & Share/ To Do’s

Discussion/
Action Plan /
Share
Paired Share

D. Email Identification

Group Activity

V.
Closing Activities
A. Application

Personal Chart
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5 min
5 min
10 min
10 min

15 min

15 min

15 min
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Follow-up DISC Process
AUTHOR - SHELLY YOCUM
DIRECTOR OF TRAINING MANAGEMENT @ ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY
Everyone,
As you know, we are conducting DISC (Style Assessment) workshops for our supervisors, managers,
directors and executive team members. The purpose of the workshop is to suggest methods to increase your
professional effectiveness and communication skills, build better working relationships, and develop your
leadership potential.
_____________ is an accomplished DISC specialist, and as our facilitator, she will acquaint us with the
richness of DISC. ______________ engaging, real-life approach encourages individuals to assimilate new
skills and concepts through a balance of practice and innovation. _______________ has consulted with a
variety of businesses, governmental agencies, and educational organizations on DISC.
In order to assist us in making things run smoothly, please do the following. Some of you may have
completed these steps already:
1. Sign up for a workshop on ______________ or _______________ from 9:00 am – 5:00 pm.
Please RSVP on SharePoint. If you are unable to attend one of these sessions, please let me
know. We are limited to 20 participants per workshop.
2. Complete the DISC assessment profile as soon as possible. This would have come as an
email from Assessment@Discprovider.com. I just resent the link to those of you who have
not taken the assessment yet.
3. Meet with ________________ for a short briefing on your assessment prior to the workshop.
Please complete page 12 of the assessment prior to this meeting if possible.
4. For the workshop, please bring your DISC assessment with page 12 completed.
The workshops will be held in the ______________Room of the ______________ Center and will
take place from 9:00 am – 5:00 pm. Lunch will be provided.
Thank you for your attention to these items. Please contact _______________ or myself if you have any
questions.
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DISC
Understanding Yourself and Appreciating and Adapting to Your Team’s Style


Determine date, time, location of DISC Workshop (minimum 2.5 hours/preferably 3 hours, larger
teams may require 4 hours) and provide list of names and email addresses of participants.



Send each participant a link to take the DISC Assessment. The email invitation text includes the
following information:

Welcome to your DISC Assessment Experience!
This DISC assessment is a powerful tool that will help you improve your effectiveness by teaching you
about yourself and others. The Self-Assessment is designed to give you a comprehensive view of
how you interact with others. With this information you will be able to communicate better with others
because you will understand people and what they need from you in order to work together
successfully.
When you are ready to begin, simply click on the link below to take the 30-question Self-Assessment.
Your results will be plotted on your personal e-graph and returned to you via email in a comprehensive
29-page report that explains your DISC profile, the strengths and talents you bring to the work setting
and the steps you can take to improve your effectiveness at work and in social situations.
It is strongly suggested to sign up for the 52 weekly email follow-up resource. (see the link to do this
when you receive your Report)
The second part of your DISC process is the Team Integration Meeting, scheduled on (date) from
(time) in the (location). Please complete Page 8 of your report and bring it to this session.*
After you receive your results, please feel welcome to contact Shelly Yocum, the foundation’s DISC
certified trainer, if you would like to schedule an individual session to discuss your results.



The participant uses the link to connect to the DISCself website to take the 30 question DISC
assessment. It takes less than 15 minutes to complete. We recommend to avoid over-analyzing the
questions and to respond with your first impression. After completion, the results are calculated and
an online Report becomes available within 5 minutes. The comprehensive 29 page DISCself Online
Report includes a graph of each person’s Adapting and Natural styles along with supportive
information. This Report becomes the workbook that is used during the Team Workshop. *Each
person must bring their workbook with Page 8 completed in order to participate in the interactive
exercises in the workshop.



Employees who would like to meet with Shelly before or after the team meeting are encouraged to
schedule time with her using Outlook.
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Team Integration Workshop
The primary goal of the Team Integration Workshop is to help you understand the four primary styles of the
DISC and the very distinct and predictable patterns of observable behavior. Tolerance and acceptance of the
different styles naturally lead to opening lines of communication to enhance cooperation among individuals
and other departments, colleagues outside of the foundation, and personal relationships. Key to the session is
discussion around how to adapt your style to better understand and work with others.

Outline
1) Brief background of the DISC
2) Interpret your graph
Discuss behavioral traits of each style, review each individual graph of the workshop participants.
3) Explore your team’s graph
Each participant receives a copy of the collective team’s DISC styles. We explore how others may
perceive the group as a whole based on the observable behaviors of the group style.
4) Appreciate the strengths of each style
Using the Report, the group is provided information to explain and outline the positive characteristics of
their style. We also share and discuss potential areas for improvement. Each participant commits to two
areas to improve.
5) Tips for others in managing and working with you
One on one activity using Page 8 of the Report to share with others how they may communicate more
effectively with you.
6) Application: How to successfully adapt to the styles of others
Everybody has a few tense-filled relationships. Gain insights to improve those difficult encounters using
the How to Identify Another Person’s Style tool.
During the workshop, we will interact in group exercises as well as a one-on-one activity that allows each
person to be heard by the other members of the team regarding their individual strengths, areas for
improvement, strategies to share with their manager, their motivators, most effective work environment, work
style preferences, and communication tips for others. The tone is upbeat, humorous, and insightful. Everyone
leaves the workshop with tools they can immediately use that will turn otherwise stressful communications
and relationships into more effective ones.
After the session, each participant receives a link to an online survey to evaluate the program. Page 12 of the
Report is copied for the participant’s manager as a tool to more effectively understand and appreciate the
individual DISC style of their employees.

DISC for Strategic Planning Team, Part 2

1.5 to 3 hour session TBD

Outline
1) Review behavioral traits of each DISC style
2) Revisit individual Graphs of the team to briefly orient the group to their adapting and natural styles
3) Tips on modifying your directness and openness resulting in more successful communications with styles
other than your own. (page 21-22 of Report)
4) Application: How to successfully adapt to the styles of others. Gain insights to improve challenging
relationships and encounters using the How to Identify Another Person’s Style tool (page 25 of Report).
5) Learn how to open lines of communication to enhance cooperation.(Action Plan page 29 of Report)
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Introduction to DISC
Are you a Driver? an Integrator? Steady and relational? Conscientious and careful?
DISC: Communicate, Cooperate, Collaborate with All Styles of People
Date: __________________________
Time: 2:30 pm -3:00 pm
Location: 6th floor NE Conference Room
Names of attendees:
_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________









Why DISC? Background of the DISC assessment
How the assessment is administered
Getting your individual results
Arranging an optional one on one meeting to discuss your graph and your communication style
Purpose of the team Integration meeting
Applying the principles of DISC and the Platinum Rule: Relevancy to Fundraising
Next steps: Schedule your workshop

“Today the most useful person in the world is the man
or woman who knows how to get along with other
people. Human relations is the most important
science in the broad curriculum of living.”
-- Stanley C. Allyn
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Applying your People Skills
Many of us grew up firmly believing in the wisdom of treating others the way you would like to be treated. We
fondly called it The Golden Rule. We soon realized that a far more practical rule prevails: Treat others they
way they want to be treated. That’s The Platinum Rule™ that you will learn more about in the DISC Team
Workshop.
Thank about your interactions every day. Have you succeeded spectacularly with one person, only to
hopelessly miss the mark completely with another? We all have at one time and we probably try to shrug it off
thinking, “That’s just the way it is.” However, things don’t have to be that way.
Nearly everyone acts in the workplace with his or her own preferred style of behavior. None is inherently
better than others. When styles are in synch. others are more receptive to what we say or what we want. But
when styles are out of synch, confusion and frustration can harm the relationship.
In this workshop you will learn about your communication style and how that style impacts the success of
everyone in your work unit and wherever you interact with others. Four distinct behavioral styles (with dozens
of variations) will be identified and demonstrated with special emphasis on the positive attributes as well as
areas of improvement for each. You will also develop enough proficiency so that you will be able to recognize
the styles of others and adapt your behavior accordingly.
You will get answers to questions such as:










Why are some people so difficult to get along with?
Why won’t some people just get to the point?
Why don’t others see it my way?
Why is it that my intentions are misunderstood by my coworkers?
Why am I the only one who checks details carefully?
Why doesn’t my coworker get excited about work challenges like I do?
How can I get others to take my ideas seriously?
In what environment and under what circumstances do I perform at my best?
How can I adapt my work behavior so that I can move productively through conflict?

Tolerance and acceptance of the different styles naturally leads to opening lines of communication and
cooperation among coworkers, other departments, colleagues, students, potential and existing
donor/investors and other interpersonal relationships.




Understand your own style and how your behavior communicates that style to others
Identify someone else’s style by simple techniques
Adjust your behavior for more harmonious and productive relations
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Manager’s Tool for DISC Follow-Up & Reinforcement

DISC
A manager’s tool for DISC follow up and reinforcement.
By Melissa Master-Holder
Note: DISC is about style, not skill. There is not one style that is better than another. We have all four
styles and use each or a combination of the styles depending on our preferences, perceptions of what we
think others expect and our environment.

Step 1- Be reflective and plan-ful as a manager
Take time, as a manager to think about your team and relate your awareness about DISC to the
team style dynamics and the work you do.
 Review your team breakdown graph
o Do you have a concentration of a certain style on the team? Or multiple styles?
o How is this concentration helpful?



o

What other styles do you need more of on the team? How would that benefit the
team?

o

Who has secondary styles that should be leveraged more?

o

Who has a style that is needed and would add balance and new value to the
team and the work?

o

How will you encourage and promote the best in all styles with your team and
with individuals?

Think about how what you gained from the DISC experience and learning can be applied
to the team and your interactions with your team
o Is your style working for your team? Where can you flex? Speed up or slow down
your pace? Address work from a different priority (people or task)?
o Be prepared to share this reflection with your teams

Step 2 - Create follow up opportunities with individuals and as a team
Share and Collect DISCstyles summary information
 Set context and share your expectations and plans with your team (or individually)
Explain your commitment to leading and reinforcing effective communication for the
team-o





Key set up point--Communication is a two-way process and your interest in
their DISCstyles summary is to enhance working relationships and increase
effectiveness with all communication.
Ask your employees to complete and share from their report.
o Have them review pages 7-11 and then complete page 12. Pages 7-11
define their preferences, motivations and their needs and wants of the people
they work with.
o Have a dialogue about the summary information- strengths, management
strategies, motivations, work preferences, and communication tips for others.
Review the summary and explain/reassure your employee how you will use the
summary and sharing to enhance working relationships and flex your style to meet
their needs.
o Collect copies of the summary information from your employee for your future
reference.
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Manager’s Tool for DISC Follow-Up & Reinforcement
I.

Check in’s!

Schedule time with individuals to support their new awareness and answer any remaining
questions or uncertainty. Use 1:1’s or coaching sessions to link in DISC and also create open
dialogue.


Ask the employee to review the last page of the training materials and be prepared to
share their thinking and action planning post the training class.
o Review it in the 1:1 together.



Ask the employee how much they agree or disagree with their assessment results/style
(focus on their natural style) Why?



If appropriate and relevant talk through the natural and adaptive graph differences. Are
they comfortable adapting the way they are-- if yes, great. If no, talk with them about if
the adaptive perception is accurate and necessary or if they could modify less and
communicate more in their natural style.



Share your perceptions about communication styles (not skill or personality) and how
you see this knowledge and awareness being good for the team.



Share any concerns or expectations you have about the use of DISC (use, not abuse,
not labeling)



Set goals, expectations and how to measure success using DISC and improving
communication going forward
o

What developmental areas does the employee want to use DISC to focus going
forward? Circle all that apply
Communicating with
others

Motivating self and
others

Decision Making

Communicating with the
team

Managing change

Other

How will success be measured for each?
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Manager’s Tool for DISC Follow-Up & Reinforcement
II.

Conduct a team meeting to encourage dialogue and action by the team.
Have fun with DISC- try starting the meeting with a pop quiz! Questions to consider:
1. DISC is a personality assessment (false)
2. Communication preferences and style are determined by 1. Pace and 2. Priority?
True
3. Priority is about what people think of 1st, not skill or ability? True
4. Pace means fast or slow, but slow is not good? False
5. D stands for Dominance? I is about Influence/Interact? S is Steady? C is
compliant/conscientious? True
6. There is not one style that is better than another, but the people style is more
popular? False
Open a dialogue with the team by asking some of the following questions:
 How did or does the Disc assessment and training support our team?
 What did the DISC knowledge help you in understanding how people
communicate?





o

After the training what did you decide you would do differently going
forward?

o

What did you identify as a strength that you would continue to do?

Have each person share their style (if they are comfortable).
o

What works about our individual styles making up our current team?

o

What should we consider doing or stop doing to help us be more
effective? What would you like to see our team do with DISC?

What team agreements can we make that encourage everyone to communicate
with their style and flex for others? What do you need?
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________



How can I, as your leader show up with my style best? (Share your style). What
do you need me to do differently to compliment you or flex to your style? Share
what you need from others to complement you as a manager and your style too!
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
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Manager’s Tool for DISC Follow-Up & Reinforcement
Additional DISC Reinforcement Information
The additional information found on the following pages are intended to be helpful in working
with your employees on adapting behavior. Or to help you with adapting your own bevavior/style

DISC is about Adaptability!
Specifically, it is about behavioral adaptability.
•

Adaptability is the willingness and ability to adjust

•

Adaptability is made on a case-by-case basis

•

Behavioral adaptability means …
adjusting your own behavior
to make others feel more at ease
with you & the situation

Tension among the profiles--

Guarded, TaskOriented

Open, PeopleOriented
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Manager’s Tool for DISC Follow-Up & Reinforcement
Additional DISC Reinforcement Information

Modifying Your Directness

Modifying Your Openness
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Sample Team Tips
August 23 & 24 DISC Certification
Name

Natural
Style

Communication Tips

Anju

SIC

Ann

SCi

Join in with some name-dropping, talk positively
about people and their goals.
Be candid, open, and patient.

Carey

DIS

Be efficient: Hit the major points first.

Carol

Is

Dottie

IDS

Gary

SC

Ian

CS

Make an organized appeal for his support and
contributions.
List pros and cons to suggestions you make.

Joanne

SC

Be certain that your information is credible.

Madiha

SCI

Mike

Ids

Provide clear, specific solutions, and support
your position with pros and cons.
Be candid, open, and patient.

Peter

I

Be certain to emphasize next action-steps.

Scott

I

Tracy

Sic

Join in with some name-dropping, talk positively
about people and their goals.
Do your homework, because Tracy will have
already done her share of it.

Put the details in writing, but don't plan on
discussing them too much.
Put the details in writing, but don't plan on
discussing them too much.

SAMPLE OF TEAM TIPS
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Free DISC Tips
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Keep DISC “Alive!”
DISC Follow-up Tips from DISC Certification Grads



























Take it to the next level and integrate it into other programs 
Produce in-house DISC video scenarios for New Employee Orientation 
Link to vision and outcomes, do ongoing training 
Flex style with different clients 
Slinky colors to match styles 
Champion to help permeate organization 
Model how people get needs met (WIIFM) 
Coach, mentor those who speak language 
Publicize success stories 
Link to performance plans, surveys, trainings. 
Laminate “TIPS” 
Put style on badge 
Send regular emails, include style inspiration 
Follow up with managers regularly 
Slinky color on desks – bring to meetings 
Charts, job aides posted near computers/phones 
Performance Review – review and include 
Incorporate into staff/all hands meetings, make reference to 
1 on 1 coaching/discussions 
Monthly meeting 
Letter “D” “I” “S” “C” at desk 
52 Automated Weekly DISC tips 
Scavenger Hunt 
Signage – lunch room and bathroom 
Follow-up training 
Get executive Buy-in 
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